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 hack//initiative features. The first is a game mode that will allow for up to four friends to engage in a cooperative excavation
challenge. Dig with Friends allows for up to four players to join in on an excavation puzzle in a sandbox-like game mode. The

sandbox mode allows players to dig at random locations while moving around, and it also allows players to dig at multiple
locations at the same time. The second new feature is an evolved dynamic ranking system that allows players to share their

rankings in the community and to compare their rankings with others around the globe. This ranking system is in addition to the
ranking system introduced with the Dig with Friends DLC. The Dig with Friends Expansion Pack is available now and can be
purchased for $9.99 at the PlayStation Store. For more information on this expansion pack, visit the PlayStation Blog and our

official website. Fantasy Grounds Support! Version 3.5.1 of Fantasy Grounds is now available! This update includes some great
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new content. The Addon Assistant has been added, which makes it easier to create new addons with the click of a button. In
addition, we have implemented a new feature called a Demonstration Mode which allows anyone to quickly create a sample add-

on using the new guide mode. Players can create add-ons and test them out before launching an official commercial add-on.
This is a great way to learn how to create add-ons, as well as a new community opportunity for add-on development. “Make an

Add-on in Minutes!” This update is full of the latest features and fixes, including: Bug fixes Feature updates Updated
documentation for the new features In addition, we have created a Beta version of the FS3.5.0 Feature Pack which includes the
new Demonstration Mode! It’s available in the Optional Downloads section of the “Add-Ons” tab in the Fantasy Grounds menu.

Get the full list of Changes with Patch NotesLast updated on.From the section Football Ben Buchanan's first goal for
Dunfermline Athletic beat Falkirk into submission and set up a tense final half hour. Jimmy Boyle put Falkirk ahead before

Dunfermline pulled one back from Ryan Flynn's set-piece. But Buchanan, a substitute for George Oakley, fired home an
equaliser to keep Dunfermline in the championship play-offs. He 82157476af
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